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GOOD MORNING! 

Welcome to the Wednesday 
Issue of Your BetFan Sport Fix. 

Your free daily tips are now available 
and today they’re courtesy of BetFan’s 
Best of The Best, Nap Investor, Racing 
Business and Two Percent Club.


CLICK HERE they are ready and 
waiting for you and we wish you the 
best of luck with all todays sports 
betting.


Catch you again tomorrow morning.


Yours In Sport,


The BetFan Group
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Howard’s Eye-Catchers & Racing Hottie By Howard Davis-Shaw


Well this week we have some super racing to look forward to on Friday and Saturday 
in particular. Saturday with the group one Dewhurst stakes for 2 year olds which can 
often be a pointer to next years classics.


Then we also have the second leg of the Autumn double the Cesarewitch which is for 
staying handicappers over 2 miles and 2 furlongs. This race was first run in 1839 and 
was named in honour of the then Tsar of Russia Alexander II who had donated £300 
to the Jockey Cub. It is the only race to start in one county Cambridgeshire and finish 
in another Suffolk.


It is one of my favourite races as I have had many big priced winners over the years 
so I will take a stab at it yet again for Howie’s Hottie. The three I like are Who Dares 
Wins, First Mohican and The Graduate. The first two are trained by Alan King of which 
Who Dares Wins is favourite and First Mohican who was 2nd in the event last year. 
Both have decent chances but my main fancy is the Graduate who is now trained by 
Tony Martin in Ireland.


The gelding was well beaten on his first run for ages last time out behind Who Dares 
Wins but I’m sure he will strip a lot fitter this time. I have to say believe it or not the 
draw is important as most winners seem to come from low numbers so that is 
something to bear in mind nearer the day.
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Hopefully The Graduate will get a decent draw plus I would like to see Oisin Murphy 
come in for the ride as he won on the horse when he was trained by the Baldings. At 
current prices Who Dares Wins is a general 10/1 with First Mohican at 50/1 in places 
and The Graduate 25/1 generally and 40/1 with Skybet.


EYE-CATCHERS 
FLAT 

Beyond Recall trainer L.Cumani - Stayed on late at Lingfield which suggests a longer 
trip will help.


Lincoln trainer M.Channon - Strong finisher over 5 furlongs and I feel an extra furlong 
will help.


JUMPS 

Antony trainer G.Moore - Ran well at Fontwell on his seasonal debut and will strip 
fitter next time.


CLICK HERE For Howard's Betting Opportunity! 

Laying The Dogs! By Rick Elliott


You know it’s a light day for sport when the main story in the daily preview is about 
greyhound racing. This is an acquired taste and a sports betting niche but there’s live 
coverage every night on Racing Post Greyhound TV. Sky covers some of the major 
races and meetings so the dogs are well covered on television and the Racing Post 
provides form and results. Laying greyhounds is not everybody’s cup of tea but it can 
be profitable.


If you glance at the Greyhounds section towards the back of the Racing Post you will 
see a multitude of meetings and there are 11 covered today. You have to be selective 
when adopting a strategy so it’s best to focus on the RPGTV meetings. You can 
eliminate the Open races and any A1 and A10 graded races. Traps 1 and 6 should be 
disregarded for the purpose of this approach to laying greyhounds.


The next step is to identify the trap that has provided the fewest winners since the 
start of the year. There are websites that record results and statistics and show trap 
records. The trap with the lowest winning percentage (disregarding 1 and 6) is the 
next key element of this system.  You must avoid any dog that has finished first and 
second on the last start and any dog that has recorded the fastest time over the 
distance.
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You should now have a list of races and the trap number to lay. The best staking 
approach is to lay for £10 which means that is the most you can lose in one race. 
Stakes can be compounded or level and that stake unit is dependent on your budget 
and the amount you are comfortable risking but remember there could be several 
qualifying races. Do not lay any dog at 6/1 or bigger in the betting forecast. Any race 
with a vacant trap should be ignored.     


RPGTV are covering Peterborough and Central Park (Sittingbourne) tonight. 

The least winning trap other than 1 or 6 is trap 5 at Peterborough and trap 3 at Central 
Park.  There are seven graded races (indicated by an A prefix) at Peterborough that 
qualify. The following races meet all the criteria that make the bet a lay: 725, 842 and 
915.  At Central Park the following races from seven graded contests qualify: 802, 818 
and 850. So, there are six dogs to lay on RPGTV tonight.


Exclusive Bookie Welcome Offer! 

Get Started With This Exclusive Welcome Offer Today and Sign Up To The UK’s 
Leading Bookie.


Bet £10 and get £40 in free bets, including a tenner at the casino…. You could win 
BIG! 


Price Promises 

Every football match betting 5 fold (or above) you place with us qualifies for Price 
Promise. If one of our major competitors would have paid more for the same bet, we'll 
automatically pay you the difference in cash.


Acca Insurance 

If one leg of your Match Betting or Both Teams To Score football acca lets you down, 
we'll automatically refund your stake as a Free Bet to have another.
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Cash Out 

Cash Out lets you settle your bets when you think the time is right, so if you've placed 
a bet but are starting to have doubts, it's time to take control of your bet and cash out 
your winnings.


Plus many, many more features…


>>>Click Here For Your Free £40<<< 
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